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Mitosis is commonly thought to be associated with reduced capdependent protein translation. Here we show an alternative control
mechanism for maintaining cap-dependent translation during mitosis
revealed by a viral oncoprotein, Merkel cell polyomavirus small T
(MCV sT). We find MCV sT to be a promiscuous E3 ligase inhibitor
targeting the anaphase-promoting complex, which increases cell
mitogenesis. MCV sT binds through its Large T stabilization domain
region to cell division cycle protein 20 (Cdc20) and, possibly, cdc20
homolog 1 (Cdh1) E3 ligase adapters. This activates cyclin-dependent
kinase 1/cyclin B1 (CDK1/CYCB1) to directly hyperphosphorylate
eukaryotic initiation factor 4E (eIF4E)-binding protein (4E-BP1) at authentic sites, generating a mitosis-specific, mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitor-resistant δ phospho-isoform not present in
G1-arrested cells. Recombinant 4E-BP1 inhibits capped mRNA reticulocyte translation, which is partially reversed by CDK1/CYCB1
phosphorylation of 4E-BP1. eIF4G binding to the eIF4E–m7GTP cap
complex is resistant to mTOR inhibition during mitosis but sensitive
during interphase. Flow cytometry, with and without sT, reveals an
orthogonal pH3S10+ mitotic cell population having higher inactive
p4E-BP1T37/T46+ saturation levels than pH3S10– interphase cells. Using
a Click-iT flow cytometric assay to directly measure mitotic protein
synthesis, we find that most new protein synthesis during mitosis is
cap-dependent, a result confirmed using the eIF4E/4G inhibitor drug
4E1RCat. For most cell lines tested, cap-dependent translation levels
were generally similar between mitotic and interphase cells, and the
majority of new mitotic protein synthesis was cap-dependent. These
findings suggest that mitotic cap-dependent translation is generally
sustained during mitosis by CDK1 phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 even
under conditions of reduced mTOR signaling.
Merkel cell

population in bulk culture, and even under stringent conditions,
high levels of interphase cell contamination can occur. (ii) Many
studies of mitotic cap-dependent translation rely on cell cycle
synchronization studies with microtubule inhibitors (e.g., nocodazole), which are also mitotic translation inhibitors (15). Under
these conditions, comparisons of interphase and mitotic translation can be imprecise. Single-cell measurements, such as flow
cytometry, can potentially overcome these concerns. Additionally,
a highly hyperphosphorylated 4E-BP1 isoform called δ-4E-BP1 is
present in mitotic cells (10, 16). This hyperphosphorylated isoform
is predicted to promote rather than inhibit cap-dependent protein
translation and is therefore inconsistent with the standard model.
Our studies on Merkel cell polyomavirus (MCV) provide insights into these issues. MCV is a small double-stranded DNA
virus discovered in 2008 by our laboratory that causes most cases
of the human skin cancer Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC) (17) (for
review, see refs. 18–20). The 19-kDa MCV small T (sT) antigen
is a transforming oncoprotein required for MCC cell growth
(21, 22). A region of the sT protein spanning amino acid residues
91–95, called the Large T stabilization domain (LSD), promotes
δ-4E-BP1 hyperphosphorylation (23), rodent cell transformation
(24), and fibroblast proliferation in a mouse transgenic model
(21, 25). Expression of the phosphorylation-defective, dominantpositive 4E-BP1 (26) with alanine substitution mutations at
priming T37/T46 (4E-BP1T37A/T46A) reverses sT-induced rodent
fibroblast transformation, suggesting a direct link between 4EBP1 phosphorylation status and sT-induced transformation (21).
Significance
Cancer cell proliferation is highly dependent on cap-dependent
protein synthesis, which is generally assumed to be inhibited
during mitosis. Using a viral oncoprotein that enforces mitosis,
we show that CDK1 substitutes for mTOR interphase functions
to phosphorylate eukaryotic initiation factor 4E-binding protein (4E-BP1) to a mitosis-specific δ isoform. Flow cytometric
assays reveal that mitotic cells have high levels of inactivated
4E-BP1 and do not generally show specific loss of cap-dependent translation compared with interphase cells. This appears to
be due to cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) activity during mitosis. Mitotic cells typically represent less than 1% of all cells in
bulk culture, and mitosis-arresting drugs, such as nocodazole, can
directly inhibit mitotic protein translation, potentially explaining
differences between our findings and previous studies showing
reduced cap-dependent translation during mitosis.
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ukaryotic initiation factor 4E (eIF4E)-binding protein (4EBP1) is a principal target for mechanistic target of rapamycin
complex 1 (mTORC1) (1–3). mTOR regulates a variety of metabolic signaling pathways related to ribosomal biosynthesis and
autophagy that contribute to cancer cell survival (1, 3–6). Increasing
evidence indicates that direct mTORC1 phosphorylation of 4E-BP1
may be the key event in mTOR-associated tumorigenesis (2). In the
absence of activated mTOR, hypophosphorylated 4E-BP1 sequesters eIF4E to prevent assembly of eIF4F complex components onto
capped mRNA, inhibiting cap-dependent translation. When
4E-BP1 is phosphorylated by mTOR (7), first at critical priming
threonine (T) 37 and T46 residues and then at other sites, 4E-BP1 is
inactivated and releases eIF4E to allow initiation of cap-dependent
translation (8). Other non-mTOR kinases, including cyclindependent kinase 1 (CDK1), have been shown to be able to
phosphorylate 4E-BP1 (9–12) but have not been extensively
examined in vivo for their effects on 4E-BP1–regulated capdependent translation.
Protein synthesis has been described to decrease during mitosis relative to interphase in reports dating back to the 1960s
(13, 14). There are two issues, however, with this conclusion:
(i) Mitotic cells represent less than 1% of the total cell
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Surprisingly, sT-induced δ-4E-BP1 hyperphosphorylation is not
dependent on mTOR activity (21). The sT LSD region is known
to bind the Fbw7 E3 ligase to promote cell proliferation, but
Fbw7 targeting is not sufficient to explain either cell transformation or 4E-BP1 hyperphosphorylation (24).
We show here that MCV sT, through its LSD domain, also
promotes mitogenesis and 4E-BP1 hyperphosphorylation by functioning as a promiscuous E3 ligase inhibitor that targets cellular
anaphase-promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C) E3 ligase activity.
During sT-induced mitosis, sT-induced CDK1/CYCB1 rather than
mTOR directly phosphorylates 4E-BP1 to the mitosis-specific δ
isoform. Using a flow cytometry-based method to directly measure
mitotic cap-dependent protein synthesis for the first time, to our
knowledge, we do not detect a general shift from cap-dependent to
cap-independent protein translation in mitotic cells compared with
interphase cells. Mitotic cells actually show higher saturation levels
of p4E-BP1T37/T46+, consistent with 4E-BP1 inactivation, than interphase cells. Consistent with this, and in contrast to previous
studies, we find that δ-4E-BP1–positive mitotic cells show high
levels of cap-dependent protein translation that is reduced by the
cap translation inhibitor 4E1RCat. When accentuated or sustained,
high levels of mitotic cap-dependent protein translation may play a
role in cancer cell transformation and contribute to mTOR inhibitor resistance in subsets of cancers.
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Fig. 1. MCV sT promotes mitosis by targeting APC/C E3-ubiquitin ligases.
(A) MCV sT induces cellular mitogenesis. BJ-T cells stably transduced with
MCV sT have increased mitotic rounding and a 6–18-fold increase in pH3S10+
mitotic cells compared with empty vector or sTmLSD transduced cells. (B) MCV
sT interacts with APC/C E3 ligase substrate recognition subunit Cdc20 and
Cdh1 proteins. HA-tagged Cdc20 or myc-tagged Cdh1 expression plasmids
were cotransfected with MCV sT, MCV sTmLSD, or SV40 sT expression plasmids
into 293 cells and immunoprecipitated 48 h later with anti-HA or anti-myc
antibodies, followed by immunoblotting using mixed anti-MCV sT (CM8E6)
and anti-SV40 sT (PAb419) antibodies. Cdc20 interaction with MCV sT was
nearly eliminated in the sTmLSD mutant protein, whereas partial interaction
was retained between MCV sTmLSD and myc-Cdh1 proteins. Weak interaction
between SV40 sT and myc-Cdh1 only was detected. Asterisk indicates IgG
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To search for factors contributing to MCV sT-induced transformation, the viral oncoprotein was expressed in hTERTimmortalized primary BJ-tert (BJ-T) human foreskin fibroblasts.
These cells displayed a rounded phenotype in culture with increased phospho-histone H3 serine 10 (pH3S10) phosphorylation, characteristic for mitosis (Fig. 1A). Increased pH3S10 and
increased expression of mitotic markers [including cyclin B1
(CYCB1) and phospho-aurora kinase B (pAURKB)] were also
observed in 293 cells expressing MCV sT (Fig. S1). Immunoprecipitation of sT revealed an in vivo complex with the APC/C
substrate recognition subunit cell division cycle protein 20
(Cdc20) that was dependent on an intact LSD (Fig. 1B). MCV sT
also interacted with another APC/C substrate recognition subunit, cdc20 homolog 1 (Cdh1), but substantial Cdh1 binding
occurred with sTmLSD having alanine substitutions at residues
91–95, suggesting that sT may bind Cdh1 at other sites in addition to the LSD. In line with these results, known APC/C E3
targets, including AURKA and AURKB, Skp2, polo-like kinase
1 (Plk1), and CYCA2, showed markedly reduced turnover in the
presence of sT on cycloheximide (CHX) immunoblotting (Fig.
1C). These APC/C E3 targets retained rapid turnover in the
presence of empty vector or sTmLSD expression. CYCD1, which
is not directly regulated by APC/C (27), was unaffected by MCV
sT or sTmLSD expression. Similarly, MCV sT expression stabilized FLAG-tagged AURKA and endogenous CYCB1, but not
CYCD1, after nocodazole release of 293 cells, whereas MCV
sTmLSD expression did not (Fig. S2).
MCV sT Induces mTOR-Independent δ-4E-BP1 Phosphorylation. We
next examined the role of MCV sT in 4E-BP1 hyperphosphorylation. 4E-BP1 hyperphosphorylation isoforms are named
α through δ according to ascending molecular mass (Fig. 2A,
Left) (28). Most notable was the appearance of the highest
molecular mass form, δ, containing phosphorylation marks at

heavy chain. (C) APC/C target proteins (AURKA/B, Cdc20, Skp2, Plk1, CYCA2,
and claspin) are stabilized by MCV sT expression. BJ-T cells were treated with
CHX (100 μg/mL) to inhibit new protein synthesis and harvested at the indicated time points. The half-lives of proteins regulated by APC/C are extended by expression of MCV sT but not empty vector or MCV sTmLSD
controls. CYCD1 is not directly regulated by Cdh1, and its half-life was unchanged by MCV sT expression. A representative α-tubulin loading control is
shown. Representative results are shown from three independent experiments.
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CDK1/CYCB1 Directly Phosphorylates 4E-BP1, in the Presence and
Absence of sT, to the δ Isoform During Mitosis. The 4E-BP1 phos-

phorylation is induced by microtubule assembly inhibitors such
as nocodazole and paclitaxel that arrest cells in mitosis (15, 16).
To assess the role of various kinases on mitotic 4E-BP1 phosphorylation, nocodazole-treated HeLa mitotic cell lysates were
reacted with recombinant GST–4E-BP1 and kinase inhibitors,
including PP242 (mTORC1 and mTORC2), RO-3306 (CDK1),
and VX-680 (pan AURK) (Fig. 3A). GST–4E-BP1 was robustly
phosphorylated at authentic sites by mitotic HeLa lysates, and
this was reversed by inhibition of CDK1 but not by mTOR or
AURK inhibition.
Evidence that CDK1 is responsible for δ-4E-BP1 mitotic phosphorylation was also obtained by treatment of nocodazole-arrested
HeLa cells with the CDK1 inhibitor RO-3306 (Fig. S3A). δ-4E-BP1
hyperphosphorylation could not be fully restored by RO-3306/
MG132 cotreatment. A technical issue in using mitotic kinase
inhibitors to assess 4E-BP1 phosphorylation is the occurrence
of mitotic slippage, a side effect of kinase inhibition concurrently
causing enforced exit from mitosis with general loss of mitotic
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Fig. 2. MCV sT induces cellular 4E-BP1 hyperphosphorylation. (A) MCV sT
induces 4E-BP1T37/T46 and 4E-BP1S65/S101 phosphorylation. 4E-BP1 phosphospecies are named α through δ according to molecular mass. Higher molecular mass isoforms, particularly β–δ, were increased following sT expression
in 293 cells and include authentic phosphorylation sites as detected by
phospho-specific antibodies. A 2D gel fractionation of these same lysates
(pH 3–6 isoelectric focusing/SDS/PAGE) is aligned to the 1D gel. Arrowheads
indicate new 4E-BP1 isoelectric focusing spots after sT expression detected
by p4E-BP1T37/T46, p4E-BP1S65/S101, and total 4E-BP1 antibodies. (B) MCV
sT-induced 4E-BP1 phosphorylation is partially resistant to mTOR inhibition.
The 293 cells were transfected with MCV sT, sTmLSD, or empty vector expression plasmids for 48 h; treated with the mTOR inhibitor PP242; and
harvested at indicated time points. MCV sT depends on an intact LSD region
to maintain PP242-resistant 4E-BP1 phosphorylation. Representative results
are shown from three independent experiments.
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The 4E-BP1 δ Isoform Is Induced in Mitosis During Normal Cell Cycling.

Nocodazole-arrest experiments suggest that δ-4E-BP1 accumulates during mitosis even in the absence of MCV sT expression.
To confirm this in the absence of drug treatment, 293 cells were
synchronized by double-thymidine block and release, harvested
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kinase activities (30, 31). Mitotic slippage can be prevented by
simultaneous inhibition of APC/C-mediated protein degradation
with the proteasome inhibitor MG132, which in effect “freezes”
the mitotic phenotype. Like RO-3306, treatment of nocodazolearrested HeLa cells with the AURK inhibitor VX-680 also
eliminated δ-4E-BP1 phosphorylation (Fig. S3B). Unlike RO-3306,
however, this was completely reversed by cotreatment with VX-680/
MG132, suggesting that AURK inhibition effects on 4E-BP1
phosphorylation are due to mitotic slippage. Extensive in vitro
phosphorylation studies also failed to reveal evidence for direct
4E-BP1 phosphorylation by purified AURKB. To confirm direct
4E-BP1 phosphorylation by CDK1/CYCB1, we generated an in
vitro phosphorylation reaction using purified CDK1/CYCB1 and
GST–4E-BP1 (Fig. 3B). CDK1 phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 was
ATP-dependent and -inhibitable by RO-3306. CDK1 phosphorylation occurred at the previously described T70 residue (10) as
well as at authentic 4E-BP1 phosphorylation sites, including
T37/T46 and S65/S101, which are known to regulate 4E-BP1
binding to eIF4E.
Mitotic δ-4E-BP1 phosphorylation was also examined in nocodazole-arrested 293 cells in the presence of CDK1 and mTOR
inhibitors (Fig. 3C). MG132 was added to nocodazole-arrested
cells 30 min before RO-3306 treatment to prevent CDK1
inhibition-induced mitotic slippage (30). In this experiment,
pH3S10+ mitotic cells comprised ∼0.9% of the total asynchronous (no cell cycle arrest) cell population (Fig. 3 C, Left and Fig.
S1). MCV sT expression promotes formation of PP242-resistant
δ-4E-BP1 that is lost after treatment with RO-3306. Notably,
S6S235/S236 phosphorylation, a known phosphorylation mark for
mTORC1 kinase activity (32, 33), is nearly ablated by PP242 but
not by RO-3306. These results are consistent with sT induction
of δ-4E-BP1 through CDK1 rather than mTOR kinase activity.
Distinctive 4E-BP1 phosphorylation patterns were seen during
nocodazole (prometaphase) and mimosine (late G1) cell cycle
arrest (Fig. 3C). During nocodazole arrest, the δ-4E-BP1
isoforms became prominent even in the absence of MCV sT
expression. In contrast, δ-4E-BP1 isoforms were nearly absent
under all conditions for cells arrested in G1 by mimosine.
Whereas δ-4E-BP1 was resistant to mTOR inhibition, CDK1 inhibition during nocodazole mitotic arrest ablated δ-4E-BP1. These
results were confirmed in HeLa cells treated with nocodazole and
kinase inhibitors (Fig. S3).
To confirm these findings in the absence of chemical inhibitors, we used mechanical shake-off to isolate mitotic cells from
sT-expressing BJ-T cells (Fig. S4). This maneuver enriched the
mitotic cell fraction from ∼2% to ∼66% as determined by flow
cytometry with propidium iodide (PI) and pH3S10 staining (Fig.
S4A). Shake-off cells exclusively expressed the δ-4E-BP1 isoform, whereas adherent cells expressed only α–γ isoforms of
4E-BP1 (Fig. S4B). In vitro lambda phosphatase treatment of
sT-expressing and nocodazole-arrested 293 cell lysates showed
that the high-molecular-mass 4E-BP1 isoforms, including the α–γ
and δ isoforms, are formed as a result of phosphorylation rather
than another type of posttranslational modification (Fig. S5).
Although PP242-inhibitable mTOR kinase activity contributes to
mitotic 4E-BP1 phosphorylation, particularly for lower molecular
mass α and β forms (Fig. 3C), mTOR may be dispensable for
mitotic 4E-BP1 hyperphosphorylation under some conditions.
U2OS cells were arrested at the G2/M boundary for 24 h using
10 μM RO-3306 (31, 34) (Fig. 3D). After RO-3306 removal,
cells progressed through mitosis, with most exiting mitosis 3 h
after RO-3306 release. PP242 pretreatment markedly reduced
pS6S235/S236 but not δ-4E-BP1, consistent with mTOR-independent
phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 during mitosis. The 293 cells failed
to arrest in G2 with RO-3306 and could not be examined.
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T37/T46 and S65/S101, after transfection of the sT expression
vector into 293 cells, as previously described (21). A 2D gel
immunoblot (Fig. 2A, Right) aligned to the corresponding 1D
SDS/PAGE immunoblot shows that during MCV sT expression,
a new phosphoisoform appears at the δ position (arrows) staining for p4E-BP1T37/T46 and p4E-BP1S65/S101. MCV sT expression
prolonged 4E-BP1 phosphorylation (Fig. 2B) in the presence of
the mTOR inhibitor PP242 (29) compared with empty vector
control and sTmLSD transfected cells, indicating that δ-4E-BP1
phosphorylation may be independent of mTOR kinase activity.
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Fig. 3. CDK1/CYCB1 phosphorylates 4E-BP1 during mitosis. (A) CDK1 inhibition in mitotic lysates reduces 4E-BP1 phosphorylation. Mitotic HeLa cell lysates
(10 μg) enriched by nocodazole arrest were mixed with 0.2 μg GST–4E-BP1, reacted for 30 min at 30 °C in the presence or absence of 5 μM mTOR (PP242), CDK1
(RO-3306), or AURK (VX-680) kinase inhibitors and then immunoblotted with antibodies as shown. ATP-dependent 4E-BP1 phosphorylation was sensitive to
CDK1 inhibitor but resistant to mTOR and AURK inhibitors. Equal loading of total 4E-BP1, CYCB1, and α-tubulin is shown. Representative results are shown
from three independent experiments. (B) Recombinant CDK1/CYCB1 kinase phosphorylates GST–4E-BP1 at the known regulatory residues T70, S65/S101, and
T37/T46. CDK1/CYCB1 (20 units) was mixed with bacterial-expressed GST–4E-BP1 in kinase reaction buffer for 30 min at 30 °C and immunoblotted with
phospho-specific antibodies. ATP-dependent 4E-BP1 phosphorylation by CDK1/CYCB1 occurred at phospho-specific sites and was sensitive to the CDK1 active
site inhibitor RO-3306. Representative results are shown from two independent experiments. (C) δ-4E-BP1 is induced during mitosis and inhibited by a CDK1
inhibitor. The 293 cells were transfected with empty vector or MCV sT and arrested for 20 h with DMSO (asynchronous), nocodazole (prometaphase), and
mimosine (late G1). Cells were treated at 16 h with kinase inhibitors (5 μM PP242 or 10 μM RO-3306 + 10 μM MG132) as indicated. MCV sT induces δ-4E-BP1 in
asynchronous cells sensitive to RO-3306 but not PP242. Nocodazole arrest induces similarly RO-3306–sensitive and PP242-resistant δ-4E-BP1 even in the absence of sT, whereas δ-4E-BP1 is only weakly induced by sT in mimosine-arrested cells. Markers for mitosis (pH3S10, CYCB1), a CDK1 substrate (cdc25C), and an
mTORC1 downstream substrate (pS6S235/S236) showed active drug treatments. Representative results are shown from two independent experiments. (D) δ-4EBP1 phosphorylation during mitosis occurs in the absence of active mTOR. U2OS cells were arrested at the G2/M boundary with 10 μM RO-3306 for 24 h,
released by washing, and harvested at the time points shown. Cells were treated for 3 h prerelease with DMSO or 5 μM PP242. In the absence of mTOR
inhibition, no δ-4E-BP1 is found at 0 h but accumulates, together with β and γ isoforms, during mitotic transit. During PP242 inhibition, δ-4E-BP1 still accumulates during mitosis, but lower molecular mass (β–γ) isoforms are reduced. Results shown are from a single experiment.

at sequential time points, and immunostained for pH3S10 and
p4E-BP1T37/T46 (Fig. 4A). For each time point after release, cells
were pretreated with PP242 or DMSO vehicle control 1 h before
harvesting.
Flow cytometry showed peak pH3S10+ mitotic entry occurring
reproducibly at 10 h, which began to diminish by 12 h after release (Fig. 4A and Fig. S6). This same pattern occurred with
PP242 pretreatment, although mitotic entry was more abundant
at 8 h postrelease. Unexpectedly, pH3S10+ mitotic 293 cells formed
an orthogonal population with the highest per-cell saturation levels
of p4E-BP1T37/T46 compared with any other stage of the cell cycle.
PP242 pretreatment reduced p4E-BP1T37/T46+ staining for interphase cells at 2–8 h (note leftward shift for p4E-BP1T37/T46+
staining among pH3S10- cells) consistent with mTOR regulation of
4E-BP1. At peak mitotic entry (8–10 h postrelease), however,
5878 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1505787112

pH3S10+ cells were resistant to loss of p4E-BP1T37/T46+ staining
with PP242 treatment.
Immunoblots performed on these same cell fractions at each
time point (Fig. 4B) showed prominent α-γ 4E-BP1 phosphorylation at early time points (0–6 h), which was sensitive to mTOR
inhibition. The δ isoform emerged 8–12 h after release, corresponding to maximum pH3S10+ and p4E-BP1T37/T46+ staining,
and was resistant to PP242 inhibition. Similar results, but with a
less abundant orthogonal pH3S10+/p4E-BP1T37/T46+ cell population,
were seen in U2OS cells (Fig. S7).
CDK1/CYCB1 Activates Cap-Dependent Translation During Mitosis.

According to the existing model for 4E-BP1–regulated protein
synthesis, high levels of p4E-BP1T37/T46 are predicted to promote
cap-dependent translation during pH3S10+ mitosis (35). We directly
examined this by using cap-binding assays for mitosis-enriched
Shuda et al.
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Fig. 4. 4E-BP1 is hyperphosphorylated to the δ phosphoisoform during
mitosis. (A) pH3S10+ mitotic 293 cells have higher levels of p4E-BP1T37/T46+
saturation than cells in other portions of the cell cycle. Dual flow cytometry
staining for pH3S10 and p4E-BP1T37/T46 was performed on 293 cells synchronized by double-thymidine block and release, which have peak mitotic entry
at 10 h postrelease (see also Fig. S6). Vertical bar represents the centroid for
p4E-BP1T37/T46+ fluorescence staining at time 0 h. To determine if 4E-BP1
phosphorylation depends on mTOR activity, cells were also treated 1 h before
harvesting with 5 μM PP242. Mitotic cells formed an orthogonal pH3S10+/
p4E-BP1T37/T46+ population having high levels of inactivated (phosphorylated) 4E-BP1 that were not dependent on mTOR activity. In contrast, interphase pH3S10– cells were largely mTOR inhibition-sensitive. PP242
treatment increases mitotic entry at 8 h postrelease. (B) PP242-resistant
δ-4E-BP1 is formed during peak mitotic entry. Protein lysates were collected from cells in A and immunoblotted for p4E-BP1 and pH3S10. Representative results are shown from three independent experiments.

and -depleted cells and by using a flow cytometry method designed to
directly measure single-cell cap-dependent protein synthesis.
We performed m7GTP cap resin pulldown assays to assess the
functional correlates of our flow cytometry and immunoblot
findings. Highly enriched mitotic BJ-T cells expressing MCV sT,
isolated by shake-off (nonadherent), showed m7GTP cap binding
to eIF4G that was unaffected by PP242 treatment (Fig. 5A). In
contrast, although interphase-enriched BJ-T cells (adherent) had
comparable levels of eIF4G, eIF4G cap binding remained sensitive to PP242. Input 4E-BP1 protein from mitosis-enriched
cells was almost exclusively in the δ-4E-BP1 isoform. This is
consistent with mTOR-independent cap binding during mitosis
and mTOR-dependent cap binding during interphase. Qualitatively similar results were found for HeLa cells using G2/M arrest
enrichment and shake-off (Fig. S8). For mitosis-enriched HeLa
cells, modest but reproducible reduction in eIF4G–m7GTP cap
association was present with RO-3306 treatment alone but not
PP242 treatment alone. Combined RO-3306 and PP242 treatment nearly eliminated eIF4G association to m7GTP. These
results were confirmed by metabolic labeling using the Click-iT
methionine analog L-azidohomoalanine (AHA) to measure nascent protein synthesis (36) (Fig. 5B). In this assay, cells were
incubated with AHA for 90 min, in the absence or presence of
PP242, in methionine-depleted medium and then subjected to
mitotic shake-off. Newly synthesized protein was then labeled
with Alexa Fluor 488-alkyne by the copper(I)-catalyzed azideShuda et al.

alkyne [3 + 2] cycloaddition (Click-iT) reaction (37) and measured
by flow cytometry. Costaining for pH3S10 allowed segregation of
individual cells into “mitotic” (pH3S10+) and “interphase” (pH3S10–)
populations. Up to 74% of DMSO-treated mitotic cells were AHA
positive in comparison with 91% of DMSO-treated interphase cells
with AHA positivity. PP242 treatment reduced new protein synthesis for pH3S10– interphase BJ-T cells but had no effect on protein
synthesis for pH3S10+ mitotic BJ-T cells (Fig. 5B). Similar analyses
using double thymidine block and release synchronization of 293
cells, however, revealed that PP242 reduced new protein synthesis
for both mitotic and interphase cells (Fig. S9), suggesting that
PP242 resistance may be cell line specific.
We next generated capped, polyadenylated luciferase reporter
mRNA using T7 polymerase (38, 39) and performed in vitro
translation in commercial rabbit reticulocyte lysates (RRLs) to
measure cap-dependent translation (Fig. 5C). Addition of 4E1RCat
(40), a cap-dependent translation inhibitor that prevents eIF4F
formation, virtually abolished translation. Addition of recombinant
GST–4E-BP1 reduced cap-dependent translation in the reticulocyte
lysates to ∼20% of buffer control (Fig. 5B). This inhibition was reduced to 45% of buffer control when GST–4E-BP1 was phosphorylated (p4E-BP1) by a CDK1/CYCB1 kinase reaction. This reversal
of inhibition was antagonized by the CDK1 inhibitor RO-3306.
Measurement of cap-dependent protein synthesis during mitosis was directly determined for HeLa and U2OS cells after G2
release and synchronization using our AHA assay in cells treated
with 4E1RCat (Fig. 5D). Costaining for pH3S10 allowed segregation of cells into mitotic (pH3S10+) and interphase (pH3S10–)
populations. Nonspecific AHA incorporation was determined
using the ribosome translation elongation inhibitor CHX (Fig.
5D, vertical lines), and new protein synthesis was reflected by
AHA fluorescence above this baseline.
Like BJ-T cells, fewer (27%) mitotic HeLa cells were positive
for new protein synthesis compared with interphase (46%) HeLa
cells (Fig. 5D). In contrast, percentages of mitotic and interphase
U2OS cells with new protein synthesis were identical (42% of
mitotic and interphase cells). For both cell lines, however, nearly
all new protein synthesis in both mitosis and interphase was capdependent and -sensitive to 4E1RCat treatment. Preliminary analyses revealed that MG132 treatment nonspecifically inhibited
protein synthesis as previously reported (41), preventing us from
accurately measuring the effects of CDK1 inhibition on mitotic
translation under conditions that inhibit mitotic slippage. Using
direct AHA uptake, however, we could confirm that nocodazole
treatment specifically inhibits mitotic protein synthesis (Fig. S10).
Discussion
Tumor viruses have been central to cell biology because their
oncogenes allow interrogation of specific cell proliferation and
survival pathways. Among many critical findings, viral oncoproteins
have been essential to the discovery of cellular oncogenes (42) and
the tumor suppressor p53 (43–45), the characterization of the G1/S
checkpoint (46) and the Akt-mTOR pathway (47), and identification of common innate immune and tumor suppressor signaling
networks (48). MCV sT, an oncoprotein for MCC, induces mTORresistant 4E-BP1 hyperphosphorylation and cell transformation
(21), which led us to investigate mTOR-independent 4E-BP1 signaling and cap-dependent translation in mitosis.
In addition to targeting Fbw7 (24), MCV sT inhibits APC/C E3
ligases and induces mitogenesis in sT-expressing cells. One consequence of this is increased mitotic CDK1/CYCB1 activity that is
responsible for 4E-BP1 phosphorylation and δ-4E-BP1 formation.
Caution is appropriate in interpreting our data, as mitotic kinase
inhibition can cause mitotic slippage and exit from the mitotic
phenotype. Considerable effort by our group was devoted to
evaluating AURKA and AURKB as potential 4E-BP1 mitotic kinases, because AURK inhibitors (e.g., VX-680, MK-5108, and
AZD-1152) also reduce 4E-BP1 hyperphosphorylation during mitosis. This was reversible, however, by cotreatment with MG132 to
prevent APC/C-mediated mitotic egress, and we have no evidence
that AURKs are directly responsible for 4E-BP1 phosphorylation.
PNAS | May 12, 2015 | vol. 112 | no. 19 | 5879
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Fig. 5. eIF4F formation on the m7GTP cap and direct measurement of cap-dependent protein translation during mitosis (M) and interphase (I). (A) eIF4F
formation on the m7GTP cap is PP242-independent for mitosis-enriched cells but PP242-sensitive for mitosis-depleted cells. BJ-T cells expressing MCV sT were
harvested by mitotic shake-off to enrich for mitotic (nonadherent) and nonmitotic (adherent) populations and compared with asynchronous empty vector BJ-T
cells without shake-off. Lysates were bound to m7GTP-resin, precipitated, and immunoblotted. Mitosis-enriched cell eIF4G binding, as well as 4E-BP1 binding,
to the eIF4E/cap complex was unaffected by mTOR inhibition. For mitosis-depleted cells, eIF4G binding was reduced and 4E-BP1 binding was increased by
mTOR inhibition. Representative results from two independent experiments are shown. (B) Nascent protein synthesis during mitosis is resistant to mTOR
inhibition in BJ-T cells. BJ-T cells stably expressing sT were labeled with AHA for 45 min in methionine-depleted media, separated by mitotic shake-off as in A,
reacted with Click-iT Alexa Fluor 488 alkyne after permeabilization, and new protein synthesis was measured by flow cytometry. Relative mitotic protein
synthesis was determined by dividing percentage of pH3S10+-AHA+ cells by percentage of total pH3S10+ cells. Likewise, interphase protein synthesis was
determined by dividing percentage of pH3S10–-AHA+ cells by percentage of total pH3S10– cells. Approximately 91% of pH3S10– adherent interphase cells
showed AHA incorporation that was sensitive to mTOR inhibition. Only 74% of pH3S10+-positive mitotic cells were positive for AHA uptake, but this new
protein synthesis was resistant to PP242 treatment. Baseline fluorescence was determined in asynchronous BJ-T cells without AHA incubation. I, interphase
pH3S10– cells; M, mitotic pH3S10+ cells. (C) In vitro capped mRNA translation is inhibited by 4E1RCat and activated by CDK1/CYCB1. Capped and polyadenylated
luciferase mRNA was generated in a T7 polymerase reaction and used to produce luciferase protein in rabbit reticulocyte lysate. The addition of 4E1RCat
abolished luciferase translation, whereas addition of GST–4E-BP1 reduced translation to 15% of buffer control (averages for three independent experiments
with SEM shown). When GST–4E-BP1 was phosphorylated by CDK1/CYCB1 in kinase reaction buffer, translation increased to 43% of buffer control. This effect
was eliminated by RO-3306 pretreatment. Insert shows GST–4E-BP1 phosphorylation immunoblot. (D) Mitotic translation is primarily cap-dependent for HeLa
and U2OS. HeLa or U2OS cells were synchronized for 24 h at the G2/M boundary with RO-3306 (10 μM), released by washing, and incubated with 25 μM of
AHA for 90 min in methionine-depleted media, and then harvested 2 h after release. Harvested cells were permeabilized and reacted with Alexa Fluor 488
alkyne to measure AHA incorporation into protein. DMSO vehicle control, CHX (100 μg/mL), or 4E1RCat (50 μM) were added together with AHA 30 min after
release. Vertical bar represents maximum AHA incorporation after CHX translation inhibition. Fewer mitotic (26%) than interphase (42%) HeLa cells were
positive for new protein synthesis, but all cells were sensitive to 4E1RCat inhibition of cap-dependent translation. For U2OS, cell numbers positive for total
mitotic and interphase translation were identical (42%), and cap-dependent translation represented 73% and 85% of mitotic and interphase translation,
respectively. Bottom panel shows 4N-gated AHA positivity for treated cells, which shows that 4E1RCat inhibition (cap-dependent) is similar to CHX (total)
translation inhibition. Representative results are shown for one of three independent experiments.

In contrast, there is considerable evidence from this study and
others (10, 16) to indicate that CDK1/CYCB1 is a bona fide
kinase for 4E-BP1.
This study suggests an alternative pathway for CDK1/CYCB1regulated cap-dependent translation during mitosis (Fig. 6). We
find that mitotic 4E-BP1 is highly phosphorylated at the priming
residues T37 and T46 in pH3S10+ cells, which runs counter to
what would be predicted if cap-dependent translation is reduced
during mitosis through an mTOR-related mechanism. The highmolecular-mass δ-4E-BP1 isoform is specific to mitosis, and our
data indicate that this results from CDK1-mediated phosphorylation. Although δ-4E-BP1 can form under mitotic conditions in
which mTOR is inhibited, it seems likely that mTOR cooperates
with CDK1/CYCB1 to generate the mitotic δ-4E-BP1 by phosphorylating lower molecular mass α–γ isoforms that may be
precursors to the δ-4E-BP1 isoform. Another limitation to our
study is that we measure only 4E-BP1 phosphorylation but not
δ-4E-BP1 dephosphorylation or turnover. These are likely to
affect steady-state p4E-BP1 levels as well.
Our findings contrast with studies suggesting that loss of mTOR
activity leads to inhibition of mitotic eIF4G cap-association and capdependent translation. We see cap-dependent protein translation is
5880 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1505787112

sustained during mitosis using a pulse flow cytometry approach.
Pharmacological (4E1RCat) cap-dependent translation inhibition
provides evidence that this effect is generalizable. AHA pulse labeling allows direct measurement of translation in mitotic cells,
which avoids confounding issues stemming from bulk culture measurements. Although most mitotic translation was cap-dependent in
all of the cell lines tested by AHA uptake, differences in relative
mitotic and interphase translation were present between cell lines.
Like [35S]methionine incorporation studies, AHA incorporation
measurements require incubation of cells in low-methionine media.
We suspect that technical issues, which have only recently been
resolved, explain differences between our studies and those of
others. Measurement of mitotic protein translation (both capdependent and -independent) has relied on separation of mitotic
and interphase cells in bulk culture, often using nocodazoleinduced mitotic enrichment. We confirm that nocodazole inhibits
mitotic translation for synchronized 293 cells. This has been ascribed by Coldwell et al. (15) to inhibitory phosphorylation of eIF2
and eIF4GII by nocodazole downstream to 4E-BP1 regulation.
This is consistent with our findings that nocodazole both promotes
δ-4E-BP1 and inhibits mitotic translation. We have not tested
other mitotic-arrest compounds (e.g., paclitaxel) to determine if
Shuda et al.
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Fig. 6. Model for cell cycle-dependent 4E-BP1 regulation of cap-dependent
translation. Interphase 4E-BP1 is inhibited by mTORC1 kinase, whereas
CDK1/CYCB1 is primarily responsible for δ-4E-BP1 inactivation during mitosis.

they have similar limitations. A second technical challenge is that
mitotic cells represent a small fraction of the total cell population. Contamination with interphase cells is nearly inevitable in
mitotic enrichment protocols and will dramatically alter conclusions, such as the role of mTOR in regulating 4E-BP1 during
mitosis. In our experience, flow cytometry can help to resolve this
dilemma by directly measuring mitotic status (pH3S10 or pMPM2
status) in cells while simultaneously determining translation
regulator status, such as p4E-BP1T37/T46. Finally, newly developed
classes of cap-dependent translation inhibitors such as 4E1RCat
now allow direct determination of cap-dependent translation. When
used in combination with AHA incorporation, direct measurement of mitotic cap-dependent translation can be determined.
Both nocodazole and PP242 are nonetheless important inhibitors to measure 4E-BP1 phosphorylation and translation
during mitosis. As indicated, nocodazole does not interfere with
δ-4E-BP1 formation and is useful for accentuating mitotic regulation of 4E-BP1. mTOR regulates translation through ribosomal biosynthesis as well as direct phosphorylation of translation machinery components downstream from 4E-BP1, such as
eIF4B (49) and eEF2 elongation factor (50). Further, eIF4B
regulation by 14-3-3σ may also play a role in later stages of mitotic protein translation and may be missed in our study of early
mitosis (51). Thus, PP242 may affect mitotic translation by acting
downstream to 4E-BP1. We also find evidence that in most cells
mTOR typically acts in concert with CDK1/CYCB1 to promote
mitotic cap-dependent translation.
Cap-dependent translation of preformed mRNAs provides
rapid regulation of gene expression that may be required for
short-lived cellular responses, such as transit through mitosis.
These changes generally cannot be accurately measured by
standard mRNA expression techniques. Mounting evidence
suggests that dysregulated cap-dependent translation from aberrant PI3K–Akt–mTOR and MEF–RAF–MEK–ERK signaling
contributes to cancer cell transformation (3, 52). Regardless of
the contribution of activated cap-dependent translation to cancer cell transformation, such as in MCV-positive MCC, our
findings point toward the possibility that combined mTOR and
CDK1/CYCB1 inhibition may prove useful for cancer treatment,
particularly for mTOR inhibitor-resistant cancers.
Materials and Methods
Plasmids, antibodies, primers, and standard methods are described in SI
Materials and Methods.
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2D Electrophoresis. The 293 cells were lysed using lysis buffer (50 mM Tris∙HCl,
pH 7.4, 0.15 M NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 2 mM Na3VO4, 2 mM NaF) supplemented
with protease inhibitors (Roche). Clarified lysates were focused using immobilized pH 3–6 gradient strips (Bio-Rad) with linear voltage ramping for 2 h at
200 V, 2 h at 500 V, and 16 h at 800 V. Focused proteins were then subjected to
SDS/PAGE for 2D resolution and detected by immunoblotting.
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Mitosis

Flow Cytometry. The 293 and BJ-T cells were trypsinized and fixed in 70%
(vol/vol) ethanol for DNA staining or in 10% (vol/vol) buffered formalin for
AHA incorporation assays. Fixed cells were washed with PBS containing 1% FBS
and permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X-100 for 30 min on ice. For cell cycle
analysis, cells were resuspended in PI/RNase staining solution (0.05 mg/mL
PI, 0.1 mg/mL RNase A in 1× PBS) and incubated for 30 min at room temperature. For phospho-histone H3S10 and phospho–4E-BP1T37/T46 analysis, cells
were incubated with the corresponding fluorophore-conjugated antibodies
for 2 h at room temperature.
Cell Cycle Synchronization and Mitotic Cell Enrichment. The 293 cells were
treated with medium containing 0.5 μM nocodazole or 0.5 mM L-mimosine
for 16 h to induce mitotic arrest or G1 arrest, respectively. Mitotic cells were
enriched by double-thymidine block (2 mM) and release using 293 and U2OS
cells or by mitotic shake-off (53) using BJ-T cells stably expressing wild-type
MCV sT. To block the cell cycle at late G2, HeLa and U2OS cells were incubated in medium containing CDK1 inhibitor RO-3306 (10 μM) for 24 h. Cell
cycle entry from G2 to mitosis was induced by RO-3306 washout. Cells
arrested by nocodazole and released from RO-3306 arrest were treated with
10 μM of proteasome inhibitor MG132 for 30 min before kinase inhibitor
treatment to retain cells in mitosis.
Kinase Inhibitors. The following active-site kinase inhibitors were dissolved in
DMSO and used for in vivo kinase inhibition and in vitro phosphorylation
experiments: mTOR kinase inhibitor PP242 (Selleckchem), CDK1 kinase inhibitor
RO-3306 (Calbiochem), and pan Aurora kinase inhibitor VX-680 (Selleckchem).
In Vitro Phosphorylation Assays. Recombinant GST–4E-BP1 (0.2 μg) (SignalChem) was incubated in a 24-μL reaction containing 1× protein kinase buffer
(NEB) and 20 units of recombinant CDK1/CYCB1 (NEB) or 10 μg of mitotic
HeLa cell lysate, supplemented with 200 μM ATP and/or 5 μM active site
kinase inhibitors, for 30 min at 30 °C. HeLa cells were arrested in mitosis by
treatment with 0.5 μM nocodazole for 16 h and enriched by mechanical
shake-off for lysis in nondenaturing lysis buffer (50 mM Tris∙HCl, pH 7.4, 0.15 M
NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 2 mM Na3VO4, and 2 mM NaF). The reactions were
stopped by adding 5× SDS sample buffer to 1× concentration and boiling for
5 min. Reaction samples were then subjected to SDS/PAGE and immunoblotting. For in vitro protein dephosphorylation, 293 cell extracts were incubated with lambda phosphatase in protein metallophosphatase reaction
buffer (NEB) supplemented with 2 mM MnCl2 for 30 min at 37 °C. Reactions
were stopped by adding 2× SDS sample buffer and then subjected to SDS/
PAGE and immunoblotting.
m7GTP Cap-Binding Assay. Shake-off (mitosis-enriched) and adherent cells
(mitotic-depleted) from MCV sT-transduced BJ-T cells or asynchronous BJ-T
cells were lysed in buffer (50 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.4, 0.15 M NaCl, 1% Triton
X-100, 2 mM Na3VO4, and 2mM NaF) supplemented with protease inhibitors
(Roche). Lysates (30 μg of total protein) were incubated with 5.0 μL of m7GTP
Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) overnight at 4 °C. Beads were collected,
washed with lysis buffer, and subjected to SDS/PAGE and immunoblotting.
We loaded 25 μg of total protein as input control (83%).
In Vitro mRNA Synthesis and Translation. Capped firefly-luciferase (FLuc) reporter mRNA was synthesized by the MessageMAX T7 ARCA-Capped message
transcription kit (Cell Script) using 1 μg pCD-V5-FLuc linearized by MscI as
template. pCD-V5-Fluc was constructed by ligating FLuc from pGL3 to
pCDNA6/V5-HisB between Hind II and XbaI. Purified RNA was polyadenylated
using the A-Plus Poly (A) polymerase tailing kit (Cell Script). Translation reactions were performed in a final volume of 10 μL consisting of 7 μL of
nuclease-treated RRL (Promega), 0.8 pmol of capped and polyadenylated reporter mRNAs, and an amino acid mixture (50 μM each). GST–4E-BP1 was incubated with either CDK1 or 1 μg/mL BSA in the presence of DMSO or 10 μM
RO-3306 (see reaction setup for previous section). As a control, PBS alone was
incubated with the same amount of either DMSO or 10 μM RO-3306. Either
buffer or pretreated GST–4E-BP1 (12.4 μL) was added to the RRL reaction
mixture. The prepared RRL mixture was incubated for 15 min at 30 °C. The
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reaction was then stopped by adding 10 μL of luciferase lysis buffer to the
mixture. Translation was measured as firefly luciferase activity.
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Nascent Protein Synthesis Analysis. BJ-T sT stable cells were labeled with an
azide-linked methionine analog AHA (Life Technologies) at 25 μM for 45 min
in the presence or absence of PP242 (5 μM), followed by mitotic shake-off to
separate mitotic cells and interphase cells. To analyze mitotic cap-dependent
translation in U2OS and HeLa cells, cells were arrested at the G2/M boundary
by 10 μM RO-3306 treatment for 24 h (34). After 30 min of RO-3306 removal,
cells were labeled with AHA (25 μM) for 90 min in methionine-depleted
DMEM (Corning Cellgro) after optimization of preexperiments. Translation
inhibitors [4E1RCat (50 μM) or CHX (100 μg/mL)] or DMSO (0.1%) were added
to cells with AHA. Cells were trypsinized and fixed in 10% (vol/vol) formalin
for 5 min. Fixed cells were permeabilized in PBS containing 0.1% saponin
and 1% FBS for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were harvested and labeled with the Alexa Fluor 488 alkyne using the Click-iT cell reaction buffer
kit (Life Technologies). AHA incorporation in cells was analyzed by flow
cytometry as a measure for nascent protein synthesis in interphase and
mitotic cells.
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